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5G NOW Terms and Conditions 

5G NOW Local Data 10GB at $15/mth (12-month term): Offer is applicable to customers on Combo (excluding 

Combo 1) and XO plans upon signing a 2-year Device Agreement with compatible 5G handsets. This is a 12-

month term subscription. Eligible customers will also receive 33% discount for 24 months. Customers will be 

able to enjoy free 5G NOW access. In the event that customer terminates 5G NOW Local Data 10GB at $15/mth 

(12-month term) within the minimum subscription period, customer must pay an early termination charge of the 

monthly recurring charge for 5G NOW Local Data 10GB at usual price multiplied by the number of months 

remaining in the minimum subscription period. Each mobile plan is eligible for one (1) 5G NOW Local Data 10GB 

add-on only. Charges of $10.70 per GB for Combo plans and $18/18GB for XO plans apply on excess data usage, 

with a cap of $188/mth. 

5G NOW Local Data 10GB at $15/mth (No contract): Offer is applicable to customers on Combo (excluding 

Combo 1) and XO plans upon signing a 2-year Device Agreement with compatible 5G handsets. This is a no 

contract subscription. Customers will be able to enjoy free 5G NOW access. In the event that customer terminates 

5G NOW Local Data 10GB at $15/mth (No contract) within the minimum subscription period, customer must pay 

an early termination charge of the monthly recurring charge for 5G NOW Local Data 10GB at usual price 

multiplied by the number of months remaining in the minimum subscription period. Each mobile plan is eligible 

for one (1) 5G NOW Local Data 10GB add-on only. Charges of $10.70 per GB for Combo plans and $18/18GB 

for XO plans apply on excess data usage, with a cap of $188/mth.  

5G NOW Local Data 20GB at $20/mth (12-month term): Offer is applicable to customers on Combo (excluding 

Combo 1) and XO plans upon signing a 2-year Device Agreement with compatible 5G handsets. This is a 12-

month term subscription. Eligible customers will also receive 50% discount perpetually. Customers will be able 

to enjoy free 5G NOW access. In the event that customer terminates 5G NOW Local Data 20GB at $20/mth (12-

month term) within the minimum subscription period, customer must pay an early termination charge of the 

monthly recurring charge for 5G NOW Local Data 20GB at usual price multiplied by the number of months 

remaining in the minimum subscription period. Each mobile plan is eligible for one (1) 5G NOW Local Data 20GB 

add-on only. Charges of $10.70 per GB for Combo plans and $18/18GB for XO plans apply on excess data usage, 

with a cap of $188/mth. 

 

 

Handsets: Refer to FAQ for full list of compatible 5G handsets. 

Discontinuation of 5G service: 5G NOW will cease upon temporary suspension of service, transfer of 

ownership, service relocation or termination (including by conversion to any other plan).  

Exclusions: Non eligible plans such as Multi-sim are currently unable to enjoy our Singtel 5G NOW. 
 

5G SIM: New and re-contracting customers who sign up/recontract on eligible plans will receive Singtel’s new 
5G SIM card FREE (U.P. S$37.45) for a limited time. Existing customers who are on eligible plans can also 
upgrade their 4G SIM to a brand new 5G SIM at any Singtel shops or self-serve kiosks. SIM card fee of S$37.45 
will be waived for first-time upgrades from 4G SIM to 5G SIM for a limited time. 
 
 

For more information, please refer to https://www.singtel.com/5G  
1 Selected combo, XO, XO Plus, SIM Only, Sim Only Plus & MobileShare plans 
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